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BSTRACT :

Chain Event Graphs are a recently

developed graphical model based on trees

We call two CEGs algebraically equivalent if they

In the case of staged trees, we retain the root,

have the ‘same’ characteristic polynomial.

leaves and those florets belonging to staged vertices, while shortening all other subpaths.

(Smith and Anderson, 2008). I am currently fully
characterising their statistical model equivalence
classes. Graphical characterisations have proved
challenging and rather inelegant (Thwaites and
Smith, 2011), I therefore address these known dif-

We note that for example the three Markovequivalent Bayesian networks X → Z → Y , X ←
Z ← Y and X ← Z → Y give rise to equivalent
Chain Event Graphs.

some links between graphs and objects in poly-

The model from an algebraic viewpoint

nomial rings and establish a useful vocabulary in

Consider the equivalent Chain Event Graphs
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describing the unfoldings of events in a cell culture
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– We can draw statistical inference from the char-
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1. shows us the length and number of paths
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(atoms) in the graphical model,
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where colours indicate equality
of edge probabili1
ties. Vertices are in the same position if their em-

b0

where a, b, c, d, e, f and 1a0, b0, c0, d0, e0 are primitive
probabilities and the latter are functions of the for-
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edges per floret and nesting (partial order),
4. provides information about cuts and hence

ent topologies, unlike Bayesian networks which

about the conditional independence structure

must always share the same skeleton.

of the model.

and last CEG above are

high

benign

3. gives some information about the number of

Thus, two equivalent CEGs can have quite differ-

However, the characteristic polynomials of the first

Construct the CEG C(T )

w0 •

and identify the leaves,

and

anating subtrees are isomorphic.

hostile

2. lets us identify the root (up to independence)

mer.
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to equivalent CEG models.
acteristic polynomial alone. It

and, still equivalent,
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– The characteristic polynomial associated to the
imal degree among all polynomials associated

Assume we are given a staged probabilitiy tree T

6 • v3

We deduce the following statements:
minimal form of a Chain Event Graph is of min-

f

f

The Chain Event Graph model

high

w’ are linked to monomial ideals via π(λ) ∈ hθ(w)i.

Theorems

ficulties using algebraic geometry. Here, I exploit

terms of commutative algebra.

Then events λ of the type ‘a unit passes through

partial

high

= (a + b)(c + d + e) + f,

full

)  
4 • w∞

c(·; 1Λ2 , C2) = c0a0 + c0b0 + d0a0 + d0b0 + e0a0 + e0b0 + f
= (c0 + d0 + e0)(a0 + b0) + f.

low

with vertex set = set of positions, and edge set =
1

edges between position representatives from the
tree.

λ∈Λ(C)

λ∈Λ(C)

e∈Eλ

where Λ(C) is the set of root-to-sink paths, k is

– The floret structure of the CEG (and its under-

probabilities Θ. This is in analogy to (Pistone, Riccomagno and Wynn, 2001).
If k is an indicator function we call c the characteristic polynomial.

topology and therefore most of the model informa-

Future Work
We plan to establish a whole dictionary of interrelations between the characteristic polynomial’s

– The two characteristic polynomials above are

structure and our CEG model. These will then

said to be structurally equivalent, that is they

help to characterise the model equivalence class.

have the same number of summands and same
degree structure and one is a reparametrisation
of the other.

a complex function, and π(λ) a path’s associated probability, a monomial in the primitive (edge)

Hence, this algebraic object encrypts the tree’s

‘algebraically equivalent = statistically equivalent’.

We notice:

tion via factorising terms.
The interpolating polynomial of a CEG C is
X
X
Y
c(θ; k, C) :=
k(λ)π(λ) =
k(λ)
θ(e)

istic polynomials are not statistically equivalent.

tion. What we deduce is a statement of the type

lying tree) is recovered in the algebraic descrip-

The characteristic polynomial

nomial are statistically equivalent. Two minimal CEGs with structurally different character-

c(·; 1Λ1 , C1) = ac + ad + ae + bc + bd + be + f

• w4

– Two CEGs with the same characteristic poly-
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